
Strategies to Improve Covid-19 
Vaccine Uptake in Children



Who I Was as a Public Anti-Vaxxer



Who I Actually Was
• A mom to a child who had health issues
• I didn’t sleep much
• My ex-husband worked so much we hardly saw 

him
• I had no community support or family close by, so I 

found my tribe in online anti-vax communities
• I truly thought vaccines were going to kill my baby
• I absolutely could not fathom how parents were 

vaccinating their kids
• I was also equally horrified of tetanus, which left 

me in a state of constant terror
• Tip the scale



How I Went From Getting All of My Vaccines 
to Hating Them
• My ex-husband and I watched a 

9 hour docuseries called “The 
Truth About Vaccines”

• This docuseries gave us the 
impression that if you avoid all 
vaccines for your baby, you’ll 
keep them from all forms of 
disease

• I was then convinced that 
vaccines were the ultimate 
source of all things bad 



What can be done?



The Response From My Medical Providers



What Made Me Change My Mind
• “The Vaccine Book” by Dr. 

Robert Sears (I didn’t read the 
end.) He acknowledged side 
effects which gained my trust.

• Scientists and doctors messaged 
back, kindly and patiently, and 
answered my questions 
extremely thoroughly

• Aluminum
• Polysorbate 80
• Formaldehyde

• The reality of tetanus hit me
• Pro-vaxxers related to my 

anxiety 



What Helped Me the Most

• My pediatrician let me text him for any 
reason whatsoever after my daughter’s 
first shot

• Dr. Paul Offit changed my view on every 
doctor 

• Allow the slow schedule, especially at first 



Use us & other resources!
• Utilize Facts Vs Fears ebook and mini 

book
• Stock your waiting rooms and offices









Finally, don’t lose hope
• The sliding scale
• I thought any vaccine would immediately kill my kid
• I believed it was a global conspiracy to harm our children
• I influenced hundreds of thousands of people 
• And here I am, telling you why vaccines are important 
• No one is untouchable or unbreakable
• Every single patient has a deep fear that can be found, 

touched, and melted away. 
• Please do not give up on anyone
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